DEMOCRATIC PARTY OF SACRAMENTO COUNTY
RULES COMMITTEE REPORT
11/12/2020 – DPSC Zoom

The following draft is a proposed Bylaws Amendment that was considered by the Rules Committee at
their October meeting. This amendment would seek to address conflicts of interest, and may come before
the Central Committee for a vote at the next Central Committee meeting.

BYLAWS AMENDMENT 202X-XX
Amending Article # by adding a new Section #

BE IT RESOLVED, That the Democratic Party of Sacramento County adopts the following
amendment to Article # of the Constitution of the Democratic Party of Sacramento County by
adding a new Section #:
[Note: additions are bolded, deletions are struck through]

ARTICLE #. XXX
SECTION #. CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
A. No Member shall vote on any motion in which they have a conflict of interest; nor shall any Alternate
Member vote on any motion in which they have a conflict of interest, nor in which the person who
nominated, appointed, or can remove them has a conflict of interest.
B. Prior to discussion of any motion in which a conflict of interest may exist, the Chair shall ask if any
persons present and voting—or a person who nominated, appointed, or can remove them—has any
potential conflicts of interest; or whether it could be perceived that a conflict of interest exists despite
not believing a conflict actually exists.
C. A conflict of interest exists if a person has an existing or potential financial interest, or holds an
elected or appointed position, that could impair or might reasonably appear to impair the exercise of
independent judgment in matters requiring a vote.
1. A financial interest shall include:
a. Being paid by a person or entity mentioned in a motion;

b. Being paid by a person or entity that is actively working to promote or defeat a specific policy
proposal or candidate mentioned in a motion;
c. Being the recipient of contracts for services or donations mentioned in a motion, or being paid
by such a recipient.
2. Other conflicts relating to holding an elected or appointed position shall include:
a. Being appointed or elected to a position on a body mentioned in a motion;
b. Being appointed or elected (excluding elections conducted by the Registrar of Voters) to a
position on a body by a person or entity mentioned in a motion; and
c. Club Officers, Representatives, or Alternates voting on whether their Club shall be granted an
initial charter.
3. If a stance that has been previously adopted by the platform, in a resolution, or as an endorsement
of the CDP or DPSC is being advocated for by a Member, their paymaster, or the body they were
elected or appointed to, there shall not be a conflict of interest.
D. If any Member disputes whether a conflict of interest exists, the issue shall be raised as a point of
order and decided by the Chair, which shall be subject to appeal by the Central Committee.
E. No Member shall be prevented from voting on a motion unless a conflict of interest has been declared
by themselves, the Chair, or the Central Committee, but Members shall not participate in any
procedural votes they are a subject of regarding whether a conflict of interest exists.
F. A voting member may be subject to discipline by the Central Committee in the manner described in
Article V as a violation of the Code of Conduct for failure to comply with this policy.

